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Introduction
The Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) is under construction next to the campus of the GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung Gmbh. As one of the major nuclear research facilities in the world, it will provide exotic ion beams of unprecedented quality and intensity for a rich variety of new and unique experiments for fundamental research. One of the four experimental pillars of FAIR, making use of radioactive ion beams from Super-FRS, is called NUSTAR: NUclear STructure, Astrophysics and Reactions. Spectroscopic nuclear structure investigations will be done at the Low Energy Branch (LEB) of the Super-FRS. The HISPEC experiment is dedicated to highresolution in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy with exotic, relativistic ion beams. Similar experiments were already performed at GSI during the RISING [1] fast-beam campaign, later-on continued in the early PreSPEC campaign during 2010 and 2011 (see, e.g., Ref. [2] ), and are ongoing as the PreSPEC-AGATA campaign with AGATA [3] In-beam γ-ray spectroscopy with exotic beams faces a number of challenges. First, the incoming particle species must be selected and identified. After reaction on the secondary target, the outgoing particle must be identified and the scattering angle determined. Due to the relativistic velocities of the particles, the emitted radiation is heavily Doppler shifted. To correct the shift properly, information on the velocity of the outgoing particle and on the angle at which radiation is emitted is needed.
The schematic view of the experimental setup at GSI is shown in Fig. 1 : A high energy primary beam from the SIS18 synchrotron impinges on a primary production target, producing a cocktail beam of fragments. The particle selection and identification of the incoming ions is done with the FRS [5] , which is based on the Bρ-∆E-Bρ technique and identifies them event-by-event by measuring the trajectory, energy-loss and velocity. Selected ions interact with a secondary target, inducing the nuclear reaction of interest. The calorimeter telescope LYCCA [6] tracks and identifies the charge and mass of the outgoing fragments. Double sided silicon strip detectors (DSSSD) are used as tracking and energy loss detectors. One is located at the target position, mainly for tracking, and 16 are at the Wall position in front of 144 CsI(Tl) detectors. Wall DSSSD and CsI(Tl) detectors form a large ∆E-E telescope that is used for ejectile charge identification. Ejectile masses are determined by the LYCCA time-of-flight system using fast scintillators [7] .
AGATA [3] is an array of 36-fold segmented HPGe-detectors. It provides the highest possible energy resolution and sensitivity together with a high spatial resolution of incident γ-rays, by means of the novel technique of pulse shape analysis (PSA) and γ-ray tracking. The spatial resolution of AGATA is a major improvement over the Euroball array, because the large solid angle of the Euroball clusters was one of the limiting factors to the energy resolution of the Doppler corrected γ spectra. In consequence, AGATA detectors can be placed much closer to the target where their efficiency is increased. HECTOR+ [8] , an array of large volume BaF2 and LaBr3(Ce) fast scinitllators can be used for spectroscopy in addition to AGATA.
Commissioning Experiments and Performance of the Setup
The technical commissioning of the setup, i.e. detector elements, front-end electronics, data acquisition and analysis software, has been done with parasitic beams of U could be used to show quickly that particle tracking and identification with LYCCA is working, and that the Doppler correction algorithms for γ rays is correct (Fig. 2) . In order to determine the efficiency and resolution of the setup, a performance commissioning run was conducted using a primary beam of 
Summary and Outlook to the Physics Campaign
The successful commissioning of the PreSPEC-AGATA setup at GSI showed a LYCCA mass resolution of ∆A/A ≈ 1% as well as a charge resolution of ∆Z/Z ≈ 1%. The preliminary results for the
